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Abstract

Videoconferencing systems in use today typically rely on ei-
ther fixed or pan/tilt/zoom cameras for image acquisition,
and close-talking microphones for good quality audio cap-
ture. These sensors are unsuitable for scenarios involving
multiple users seated at a meeting table, or non-stationary
users. In these situations, the focus of attention should
change from one talker to the next, and if possible track
moving users. This paper describes a multi-modal percep-
tion system using both video and audio signals for such a
videoconferencing system. An omnidirectional video cam-
era and an audio beamforming array are combined into a
device placed in the center of a meeting table. The video
and audio is processed to determine the direction of who
is talking, a virtual perspective view and directional audio
beam is then created. Computer vision algorithms are used
to find people by motion and by face and marker detection.
The audio beamformer merges the signals from a circular
array of microphones to provide audio power measurements
in different directions simultaneously. The video and audio
cues are combined to make a decision as to the location of
the talker. The system has been integrated with OpenH.323
and serves as a node using Microsoft NetMeeting.

1 Introduction
Videoconferencing is a growing modality for people to com-
municate, the addition of video imagery to the conventional
telephone improves the quality of experience for users. To
use today’s videoconferencing system one must usually sit
within the view of a narrow field of view video camera. Ide-
ally a videoconferencing device would find who is talking
and pan and zoom a camera around to the different peo-
ple as they take turns talking. A ”virtual cameraman” de-
vice should be able to automatically find people and track
their positions as they move around. An automatic device,
preferably with no moving parts, that can achieve this can
contribute to videoconferencing.

Kapralos [4] uses a panoramic camera and a simple mi-
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Figure 1:Panocamsystem used in a videoconference.

crophone array for videoconferencing. This work discusses
pointing accuracy but does not address talker tracking. Cut-
ler [1] describes a panoramic system composed of multi-
ple cameras and a beamforming microphone array used to
archive meetings. The system that we describe uses video
to locate potential talkers, and a circular beamforming mi-
crophone array to continuously search the meeting space for
sound cues. Only rudimentary calibration is required. In
real-time, we can select the talker candidates in the video
image using a combination of cues while directional audio
is used to choose the active talker.

This paper discusses an experimental, combined
panoramic video camera and microphone array which is
placed at the centre of a meeting table which can dynam-
ically detect and track the talkers seated around a table
(Fig.1). This system we callPanocamsends audio and
video of the current talker to a remote location. The video
camera uses a commercial mirror/lens assembly to obtain
a raw 360 degree image which is converted to cylindri-
cal panoramic and virtual perspective views. Three com-



puter vision algorithms are used on the panoramic imagery;
motion, face detection and marker detection. A circular
array of 16 microphones is used for audio beamforming.
The beamformer, which is implemented on a DSP, searches
for sound sources in 15 directions simultaneously. Fur-
thermore it is steered and acquires audio in any given di-
rection under program control. By combining both video
and audio derived cues, we have demonstrated a method-
ology to track in real-time, discussions involving several
people. Finally, we have integrated the above functionality
into an application that is compatible with Microsoft Net-
Meeting (http://www.microsoft.com/windows/netmeeting/)
using OpenH.323 (www.openh323.org/). A screen capture
of the computer at the panocam end of the link is shown in
Fig.1(bottom).

2 Panocam
An experimental system combining an omni-directional
video camera and a circular microphone array is placed in
the centre of a meeting table, where it can detect and track
in real-time people seated around a table. The system uses
the panoramic video and beamforming microphone array to
create a virtual perspective view and directional audio aimed
at whoever is talking. This output directional audio and
video is a virtual panning camera containing a perspective
corrected section of the panoramic imagery for video and
a directionally filtered audio output giving superior audio
quality. In real-time, we can combine computer vision el-
ements such as human face, motion and marker detection
with a panoramic measure of sound power to decide in what
direction to aim this virtual panning camera.

The video system is composed of a digital video colour
camera fitted with a panoramic lens/mirror assembly. It cap-
tures a digital color video stream of which an annular region
of 800 pixels diameter contains a 360 degree view of the
meeting. This panoramic view, or cropped region thereof, is
unnatural to present to a human viewer and thus has to be
converted to the image that would have been seen by a tra-
ditional camera before being transmitted to the other end of
the videoconference link. A first transformation warps the
useful pixels in the raw image into a standardized panorama
accounting for all device specific parameters such as focal
length, radial profile, etc. A second transformation produces
a final image with correct perspective. A number of cues
were investigated to detect candidate talkers in the image.
These included skin colour, motion, face based on OpenCV,
and marker using ARToolkit. We have found motion de-
tection to be the most robust. It is used to generate a set of
azimuth angles that point to meeting members. These stages
are shown in Fig.2.

Extensions to this basic videoconferencing prototype
have been added which allow identification of who is talk-
ing, either by machine vision facial recognition, or by recog-

Figure 2: Processing of video data and integration with au-
dio data.

nizing a unique marker pattern worn as a pin by the user. An
experimental Face Server maintains a database of faces that
have been previously captured. As a new face is detected, its
position is noted and a matching algorithm selects the best
candidate and labels the image. The optional marker mod-
ule usesARToolKit to analyze the image to detect unique
markers carried by the users. This information can be used
to locate the user and to annotate the display.

The H.323 module manages communication over a local
network or the Internet. This system has been demonstrated
communicating remotely to other users using the NetMeet-
ing program found on most Windows PCs. The remote user
sees a rectangular image window aimed in the direction of
who is talking, and hears an audio signal emphasizing sound
from that direction.

3 Video Processing

3.1 Motion Detection
We have found motion detection to be the most robust of the
three computer vision algorithms employed to find potential
talkers, indeed motion detection alone was found to be suf-
ficient to locate talkers and was the only algorithm activated
for most of our tests and videoconferences performed with
the system.

Motion detection is performed on the cylindrical image
and uses image subtraction of successive images, threshold-
ing of image differences, and aggregation to produce sin-
gle estimates for the center of areas of large motion. Fig.3
below shows a screen capture when four people are in the



scene. The thresholded temporal difference image is shown
below with black showing regions of greater motion. The
instantaneous motion trigger amotion eventwhich remem-
bers that motion was present at that azimuth angle. When
new motion is observed within a set number of degrees, this
motion event is modified. If the motion is observed outside
the ”same talker” parameter, a new motion event is created.
The motion events time out after a set time interval if no new
motion is observed.

Figure 3: Motion detection used to locate potential talkers.

3.2 Marker and Face Detection
Motion provides only the indication that an unknown talker
is present at an azimuth angle, with marker detection an
identity can be ascribed to this talker allowing a name to
appear along with the image similar to interviews on televi-
sion. 2-D self identifying markers, equivalent to 2D bar-
codes, can be worn or set in front of meeting partipants.
When these markers are identified in the image a corre-
sponding ASCII string is ascribed to this potential talker.
The marker system used is the popular ARToolkit [6, 5]
(http://mtd.fh-hagenberg.at/depot/graphics/artoolkit/).

Face detection is the third computer vision algorithm
employed to detect the presence of potential talkers.
If facial recognition is available (face server) then an
identity can be ascribed to the talker as with marker
detection. The face detection algorithm is an OpenCV
function (www.intel.com/research/mrl/research/opencv/
overview.htm), which implements the work of Viola and
Jones [8]. The face detection is applied to a perspective
warp image. Depending on processing power available, a
system can be looking simultaneously in all directions for
faces, or take turns each frame to look in only some or one
direction as does our implementation. Our system has a
single rotating perspective view window in which face and
marker detection is done once per frame.

Fig.4 shows an example screen shot from our system. A
box is shown around the face in the perspective view as de-

tected by the OpenCV function, and a thumbnail of the face
appears below the panoramic strip. If the face identification
server is connected, the face is resampled to a standard size
and sent to the face server for identification.

The performance of the marker and face detection suf-
fers from the low image resolution and contrast respectively.
Markers have to be quite large to be detected. Fig.4 shows
the typical size of the required marker. We plan to improve
the image resolution so that small patterns that clip onto a
talker’s shirt can be used.

Figure 4: Face (left) and marker (right) detection used to
locate potential talkers. The marker allows for talker iden-
tification, as does the face detection if the facial recognition
system is employed.

4 Audio Processing
The responsibility of the audio processing subsystem is to
report the speech power as a function of azimuth angle
around the camera. An example of the data given by audio
processing is shown in Fig.5.

Figure 5: Speech power measurements as a function of az-
imuth angle. Each sector represents the audio power in one
of the beamformer directions.

The circular microphone array is composed of 16 omni-
directional sensors uniformly distributed on a diameter of 57
cm. Delay-and-sum beamforming is used for directional au-
dio capture. A digital signal processor is used to implement
the beamformer. This system computes 16 listen directions
in each sample interval. One direction is specified for the



final audio output and is variable. The remaining 15 beam-
former directions are fixed in equally distributed angles, and
are used to analyze speech power in these directions. The
main system and video software runs on a desktop PC, and
the microphone array controller runs on a high performance
embedded DSP which makes possible the real-time, simul-
taneous search and output beamforming functionality. The
DSP sends a measure of the speech power for all listen di-
rections to the main application, and receives steering com-
mands from the main application to aim the variable audio
beam.

The circular microphone array is shown in Fig.6. The
raw electret microphone signals are pre-amplified and fil-
tered at 4.8 kHz before being digitized by a 16-channel
ADC sampling at 11.025 kHz per channel. A 200
MHz TMS320C6201 DSP PCI card (http://www.innovative-
dsp.com/) performs the beamforming calculations.

An array of microphones together can be used foraudio
beamforming, where a virtual steerable sensor can be cre-
ated from an array of stationary sensors. A delay-and-sum
beamformer [7] is used for Panocam. In general, a circular
beamformer can generate a single main lobe which can be
dynamically steered in both azimuth and elevation. For this
application, we fix the elevation angle to zero degrees so that
the main lobe is limited to the horizontal plane. We can then
steer the beam to any direction on the horizontal.

Figure 6: The Panocam Sensor. A video camera and
panoramic lens is situated at the centre of a 16-element mi-
crophone array. The array is 57 cm in diameter and gener-
ates a main lobe which can be dynamically steered along the
horizontal plane.

Simulations of both nearfield and farfield responses of
the beamformer (Fig.7) indicate that it has a 3 dB beamwidth
of about 25 degs. at 1000 Hz and with side lobes about
-6 dB. The simulation shows that because of the aperture
size of the array (57 cm), nearfield effects are minimal at
distances greater than 1m from the centre of the array. Fig.8
shows the polar response of the array at 1000 Hz.

The DSP can compute 16 look directions in each sample
interval. One direction (steered audio) is specified for audio
capture and is used for analog output via a DAC. This audio
signal is sent to the input of the soundcard of the PC. The
remaining 15 look directions which are equally distributed,
are used to search for the current talker. Estimates of speech
power are computed for each direction.

Figure 7: Simulation of the Circular Microphone Array. The
beamwidth of the main lobe at 1000 Hz is about 25 degs.
The nearfield and farfield responses are very similar with
sound sources at 1 m or greater from the centre of the ar-
ray. At this distance, the side lobes of the farfield response
are only about 1 dB higher the nearfield response. Because
this difference is not significant for this application, we use
farfield beamforming because it is simpler to implement.

Figure 8: Simulation of Array Polar Response at 1000 Hz.



5 Sensor Fusion: Integration to De-
termine Active Talker

The different modalities of video and audio are integrated to
both find the talker, and produce this virtual pan-tilt output.
Each candidate is detected by the three methods of video in-
formation listed above and audio information, together they
are used to select one of these candidate talker directions for
output.

Fig.9 is a screen shot showing the integration of data
to make the final talker decision. Motion, face and marker
events are shown overlaid over the panoramic image (bottom
left) and the cylindrical image (top). The audio information
is shown in middle left. This shows the audio history as a
function of angle, the most recent speech power readings are
shown in the center.

The potential talkers are shown as rectangular views in
the lower right part of Fig.9. The system then decides be-
tween these potential talkers as a function of the speech
power in the direction of the talker.

Figure 9: Simulation of Array Polar Response at 1000 Hz.

6 Video Hardware and Image Quality
Three different omnidirectional cameras were assembled for
our system. They are allcatadioptricsensors (contain both
lenses and mirrors in the optical path) created by replacing
the lens in a digital video camera with a commercial mir-
ror/lens. The components and their useful image parameters
are shown in Figure 10. The best image of the three sys-
tems was created using a Pixelink digital video colour cam-
era (http://www.pixelink.com/)) fitted with a Remote Real-
ity NetVision Assembly B panoramic lens/mirror assembly
(http://www.remotereality.com/) (Figure 1.). It captures a
color image of 1280x1024 pixels of which an annular region
of 800 pixels diameter contains the panoramic image. The
unused space is due to this model of lens/mirror assembly
being designed for both12 and 1

3 inch CCD’s.

A system of similar pixel resolution was created using a
colour 1024x768 pixel dragonfly IEEE 1394 camera, how-
ever the image noise was higher giving a poorer subjective
perception. Finally an NTSC camera was used which gives
the least high quality image, but is still sufficient for talker
tracking.

The resolution of the virtual perspective views is the lim-
iting factor on resolution, the effect of a lower resolution
perspective view is poorer subjective performance for the
users and diminished performance for the face and marker
detection vision algorithms. However, motion works suffi-
ciently to detect the talking direction using even the NTSC
image.

With the Pixelink and Dragonfly IEEE cameras, provid-
ing a useful annular image of diameter 800 pixels, the per-
spective warp has an equivalent pixel density to a 320x240
image. This is sufficient for videoconferencing systems like
NetMeeting but for a higher resolution system a higher res-
olution is necessary. We are currently integrating a ”Lady-
bug” multi-CCD IEEE 1394 camera from Point Grey Re-
search which provides a nearly seamless hemispherical view
with 6 separate cameras enclosed in a small package.

Figure 10: Resolution with three panoramic camera config-
urations.

7 Other Applications of Panocam
The face detection can be combined with a face recognition
system to automatically recognize and label talkers. When
the panocam system detects a human face, an image of the
face can be cropped out and sent over the network to a server
containing a database of faces and their names. The server
would return an ASCII string identifying the person if the
face matched one in its records. A diagram of the complete
system developed at our facility is shown in Fig.11. Face
recognition systems compatible with panocam are being de-
veloped in parallel in our institute [3, 2].

The system has uses beyond just videoconferencing,
with the face recognition system and speech recognition in-



Figure 11: System diagram.

tegrated, it can be used to annotate minutes of a meeting.
Text can be generated from the audio and correlated with the
talker’s name, and possibly a snapshot of their face as that
speech was uttered. An example meeting record is shown in
Fig.12 (this has not been implemented, this is just an exam-
ple of what such a system could generate).

Figure 12:Panocamused as a meeting transcript recorder.

8 Conclusions
We have described a panoramic audio/video sensor for
videoconferencing applications. This working prototype
system demonstrates the successful fusion of information
from two different modalities; video and audio, to construct
a robust videoconferencing system whose automatic camer-
aperson functionality would not be possible with only one
modality alone. Problems related to low audio beam resolu-
tion and to reverberation are mitigated by the high resolution
accuracy of video. Likewise, the many possibilities for who
may be talking merely by video input is complemented by
the audio power measurements which rule out the detected
people who are not producing noise. We have experimented
with face detection and identification, and marker detection
for image annotation. The system includes H.323 function-
ality to transport the virtual view and audio to a remote vide-

conferencing node such as Microsoft Netmeeting.
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